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Today we have some unique jewellery which is quite inexpensive for you. I have no doubt that a number of the items are going to
be wanted by more than one person so please do be quick. Fortunately there are two beautiful gem triplet pendants at $80 each
but I imagine the two rings are going to be very popular, they are large, they are triplets and can be worn without fear of damage.
If you are looking for something for your man this is it or the $155 ring could be worn by a lady as well.
My favourite pendant that looks a bit like a shark's tooth is only $250, that's brilliant as are the $265 and $99 doublets set in onyx.
The $99 doublet has been drilled and we will supply you with a bail to put in it, the same as any other items we are saying are
drilled, we will have a bail for you.
My wife was after the Boulder Opal solid carved Cameo for $299. I pointed out that she already has one so believe me that's
good enough to be worn by an opal dealer's wife.
The magnificent pendant for only $250 26mm x 14mm is set in silver and something that we have never had before are two
mosaic opals 10mm round and 8mm round already strung as a pendant on a cord, that's a beautiful deal for only $125.
I'll let the rest speak for themselves although I should say something about the carved onyx pendant that has the matching
doublet for only $160, that is unique, it is drilled so we can put a bail in for you. I don't think anyone else in the world will have
something like that.
I do have to mention the beautiful jelly solid opal set in silver as a pendant, it's large, 18mm x 26mm and only $400. The stone is
worth more than $400 so you are getting the setting thrown in for nothing.
Once again, first in best dressed. We are expecting to be knocked over in the rush with this lot.
Regards
Murray

1.
$80 IMG_9357 Pendant Gem Triplet
2.
$80 IMG_9353 Pendant gem triplet
3.
$99 IMG_0655 Boulder Opal Pendant carved, pastel blues, beautiful silver setting 43mm x 21mm approximately 60cts
4.
$99 IMG_0649 Doublet Pendant drilled diamond shape brilliant blue green set on black onyx 18mm x 12mm
5.
$125 IMG_0763 Mosaic Bead Pendant on cord 10mm and 8mm round
6.
$135 IMG_0659 Boulder Opal Pendant set in silver 27mm x 10mm
7-8.
$155 IMG_0696 Man's or Ladies' Triplet Ring freeform pair 14mm x 10mm 20mm centre
9.
$160 IMG_0761 Doublet Pendant (matching pair) drilled set on onyx carved base 17mm x 9mm
10.
$175 IMG_0749 Boulder solid Pendant very attractive blues, red, dash green set in silver 28mm x 15mm
11-12.
$195 IMG_0691 Men's Ring Triplet Freeform 23mm x 14mm 22mm centre
13-14.
$199 IMG_0708 Doublet Pendant drilled set in Boulder ironstone, beautiful turquoise 28mm x 20mm
15.
$225 IMG_0701 Doublet Pendant set in Boulder ironstone, beautiful turquoise 26mm x 19mm
16.
$248 IMG_0746 Doublet Pendant inset Boulder ironstone drilled 34mm x 14mm
17.
$249 IMG_0704 Doublet Pendant brilliant turquoise set in black onyx 28mm x 17mm
18.
$250 IMG_0665 Doublet Pendant set in carved black onyx, brilliant blue green some gold, shark tooth shape 24mm x
6mm
19.
$265 IMG_0756 Doublet Pendant freeform brilliant reds, golds, green, blue set in black onyx 19mm x 16mm
20.
$299 IMG_0754 Boulder Opal Cameo Pendant solid beautiful blue set in silver
21.
$395 IMG_0687 14kt Gold Ring with 2 diamonds 14mm x 10mm
22.
$400 IMG_0767 Opal pendant set on ironstone with silver setting 26mm x 14mm
23.
$400 IMG_0769 Solid Opal Pendant lovely greens, golds, blues and red 26mm x 18mm set in silver
24.
$1,500 IMG_4854 Lightning Ridge Black approximately 2.3cts 14mm x 7mm set in 18ct white gold (valued in February
1980 $1,050)
25.
$2,400 IMG_4822 Andamooka Black Opal set in gold with diamonds
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10.

$175 IMG_0749 Boulder solid Pendant very attractive blues, red, dash green set in silver 28mm x 15mm
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$195 IMG_0691 Men's Ring Triplet Freeform 23mm x 14mm 22mm centre
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$225 IMG_0701 Doublet Pendant set in Boulder ironstone, beautiful turquoise 26mm x 19mm
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$248 IMG_0746 Doublet Pendant inset Boulder ironstone drilled 34mm x 14mm

17.

$249 IMG_0704 Doublet Pendant brilliant turquoise set in black onyx 28mm x 17mm
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$250 IMG_0665 Doublet Pendant set in carved black onyx, brilliant blue green some gold, shark tooth shape 24mm x

19.

$265 IMG_0756 Doublet Pendant freeform brilliant reds, golds, green, blue set in black onyx 19mm x 16mm

20.

$299 IMG_0754 Boulder Opal Cameo Pendant solid beautiful blue set in silver

21.

$395 IMG_0687 14kt Gold Ring with 2 diamonds 14mm x 10mm
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$400 IMG_0767 Opal pendant set on ironstone with silver setting 26mm x 14mm

23.

$400 IMG_0769 Solid Opal Pendant lovely greens, golds, blues and red 26mm x 18mm set in silver

24.
$1,500 IMG_4854 Lightning Ridge Black approximately 2.3cts 14mm x 7mm set in 18ct white gold (valued in February
1980 $1,050)

25.

$2,400 IMG_4822 Andamooka Black Opal set in gold with diamonds

Kind regards
Murray Willis
Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com
http://www.australianopalmines.com
Ph 011 -618 -83324049
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